The repeated evolution of herbicide resistance has been cited as an example of genetic 47 parallelism, wherein separate species or genetic lineages utilize the same genetic solution in 48 response to selection. However, most studies that investigate the genetic basis of herbicide 49 resistance examine the potential for changes in the protein targeted by the herbicide rather than 50 considering genome-wide changes. We used a population genomics screen and targeted 51 exome re-sequencing to uncover the potential genetic basis of glyphosate resistance in the 52 common morning glory, Ipomoea purpurea, and to determine if genetic parallelism underlies the 53 repeated evolution of resistance across replicate resistant populations. We found no evidence 54 for changes in 5-enolpyruvylshikimate-3-phosphate synthase (EPSPS), glyphosate's target 55 protein, that were associated with resistance, and instead identified five genomic regions that 56
shown that neutral genetic diversity across these populations is negatively related to the level of 140 resistance [17] and that additive genetic variation underlying resistance to glyphosate in I. 141 purpurea responds to selection via the herbicide [18, 19] . Additionally, there is evidence of a 142 fitness cost associated with glyphosate resistance in the form of lower seed germination and 143 smaller plant size [20] . Intriguingly, the resistant populations appear to vary in the expression of 144 this cost --some highly resistant populations exhibit low germination and others exhibit smaller 145 size, on average, than susceptible populations [20] . These data suggest that perhaps the 146 genetic basis of resistance, or the physiological mechanism underlying resistance, differs 147 among resistant populations. However, the genetic basis of resistance across any population of 148 this species is currently unknown. 149 150
Our overarching goal is to determine if the same genetic basis is responsible for 151 glyphosate resistance across separate populations of I. purpurea sampled from agricultural 152 fields with a history of glyphosate exposure. We first evaluate the potential for sequence 153 changes in the EPSPS locus and find there are no changes that correlate with resistance, 154 providing evidence that target site resistance is not responsible for the resistance phenotype 155 across populations. We then perform a population genomics screen to identify loci that exhibit 156 signs of selection--thus putatively responsible for the resistance phenotype--and to determine if 157 patterns of relatedness between resistant populations suggest a single or multiple origins of 158 resistance. We follow up on this screen with exome resequencing of candidate resistance loci, 159 and determine if populations share a similar haplotype structure, which would suggest that a 160 similar genetic basis was responsible for resistance across the landscape. We find regions of 161 the genome that show evidence of selection across resistant populations to contain genes 162 responsible for herbicide detoxification. 
Results

178
No evidence for changes in glyphosate target enzyme (EPSPS) 179 We sequenced two copies of EPSPS (copy A and B) from geographically separate 180 populations of I. purpurea to determine if glyphosate resistance is due to a target-site resistance 181 mechanism in this species as identified in other resistant species [21] . Individuals used for 182 sequencing were sampled as seed from six highly resistant (R) (N=20, average survival at 1.7kg 183 a.i./ha: 84%) and five susceptible (S) populations (N=25, average survival at 1.7kg a.i./ha: 26%; 184 S1 Table) [4]. We found 14 (copy A) and 22 (copy B) variable sites across all populations but no 185 copy exhibited SNPs in the region previously shown to cause resistance in other weed species 186 (S1 Fig). Additionally, resistant and susceptible populations did not significantly differ in allele 187 frequencies for any of these SNPs (copy A: chi-squared test, χ 2 range 0.02-0.33, min p-value = 188 0.57; copy B: chi-squared test, χ 2 range 0.00-0.18, min p-value = 0.67; S1 Table) nor were any 189 significantly correlated with resistance level (copy A: Pearson's correlation, coefficient range 190 0.25-0.69, min p-value = 0.12; copy B: Pearson's correlation, coefficient range 0.15-0.72, min p-191 value = 0.17; S1 Table) .
193
Population structure suggests independent evolution of resistance 194 195 We next examined measures of genetic relatedness to determine if separate resistant 196 populations showed a pattern of high similarity, which would suggest that resistance alleles 197
were shared between populations due to gene flow or from a common lineage. To do so, we 198 used a modified RAD-seq approach (nextRAD) and genotyped 10 individuals sampled as seed 199 from each of four resistant populations and four susceptible populations (average survival at 200 1.7kg a.i./ha: 89% and 16%, respectively [4]; Fig 1A ; Table 1 ). This resulted in 8,210 high-201 quality, variable SNP loci from 80 individuals. Population genetics parameters of the RADSeq 202 SNPs, including expected and observed heterozygosity across populations are presented in the 203 S2 Table. A neighbor joining tree calculated from pairwise relatedness showed that resistant 204 populations did not cluster into a single group and are instead interspersed with the susceptible 205 populations (S2 Fig). Additionally, a principal coordinates analysis (PCoA) using allele 206 frequencies ( Fig 1B) did not separate the populations into distinct resistant and susceptible 207 groups, and a genetic structure analyses showed that resistant and susceptible populations did 208 not segregate into two separate genetic clusters as would be expected if all resistant 209 populations derived from the same initial population (S3 Fig) . 
216
Allele frequencies of outlier loci are presented in (C) . Populations indicated in blue are highly susceptible 217 whereas populations in red are resistant to glyphosate.
219 220
Genome-wide scan indicates loci associated with resistance 221
We next performed a genome-wide outlier screen to identify loci exhibiting signs of 222 selection and thus potentially involved in glyphosate resistance in I. purpurea. We used two 223 programs (BayeScan and bayenv2) to do so. BayeScan identified 42 loci that were outliers 224 while bayenv2 identified 83 loci whose allele frequencies were correlated with the level of 225 resistance (Dataset S1). Using GO assignments (Dataset S1), we found that the top three 226 biological processes for the resistance outlier loci were proteolysis, protein phosphorylation, and 227 regulation of transcription. Table) , we designed probes to sequence the 261 following: exons from predicted genes near outlier SNPs (171 genes), genes from a match of 262 the outlier SNPs to the transcriptome (30 genes), the EPSPS genes (2), previously reported 263 differentially expressed genes associated with resistance [28] (19 genes), and 214 randomly 264 chosen transcriptome sequences to serve as a control (Dataset S1). We made target-enriched 265 libraries for 5 individuals in each of the 8 populations (Fig 1A) , which were then sequenced on 266
an Illumina Hi-Seq 2000. Following sequencing, filtering, and contig assembly (see Methods) we 267 ran outlier tests to identify SNPs exhibiting signs of selection. Of this set, BayeScan identified 268 104 SNP outliers while bayenv2 identified 231 SNP outliers, 98 of which were shared between 269 programs (Dataset S1). The majority of outliers were from the probes designed from the 270 population genomics RAD-seq outliers (52%), followed by the non-probe contigs (i.e. off-target 271 sequences; 37%), and a few from the control probes (11%). The majority of the outliers from 272 control probes (17/20) fell within genomic regions that we found to be enriched with outliers (see  273  below).  274  275  276  277  278  279  280  281  282  283  284  285  286  287  288  289  290  291  292  293  294  295  296  297  298 Given signs of positive selection on the outlier enriched regions of chromosome 10 and 383 (to a lesser extent) chromosome 13, we examined the genes found within these two regions in 384 greater detail. Within the outlier-enriched region of chromosome 10, we identified 7 385 glycosyltransferase and 9 cytochrome P450 genes, with the 7 glycosyltransferase genes found 386 tandemly repeated within a span of 42 kb (Fig 4A) . Seventeen non-synonymous SNPs were 387 present across four of the glycosyltransferase genes (asterisks in Fig 4A) . susceptible freq = 0.3). Within the outlier-enriched region of chromosome 13, we identified a 394 cytochrome P450 gene with 6 non-synonymous SNPs (shown with asterisks in Fig 4B) , and a 395 shared haplotype among three of the four resistant populations (Fig 4B) . 396 397 398 399 400 Table) . Due to the granular nature of the data, we did not 415 estimate linkage decay, but did examine the potential for linkage within 10 kb windows on 416 average. These values were greater than the background LD, but still less than 0.1 (range 417 0.038-0.078, S4 Table) . In comparison to values of linkage across the entire chromosome, we 418 found evidence of stronger linkage among SNPs within the outlier-enriched regions of 419 chromosomes 1, 6, 10, 13 and 15 (range of average r 2 , 0.12-0.23). Notably, the chromosome 10 420 outlier-enriched region exhibited the highest r 2 value (0.234, S5 indicating that resistant populations were more differentiated in these regions. On chromosome 456 10, in comparison, we found no evidence of genetic differentiation among resistant populations, 457 suggesting either strong selection on young standing genetic variation within this region among 458 populations, or the potential that gene flow has recently occurred between them followed by 459 subsequent recombination ( Fig 5B) . 460 origins, were spread among populations via gene flow, or were shared among populations due 482 to ancestral standing variation. To do so, we applied the inference method of Lee and Coop 483 (2017), which builds on coalescent theory to show how shared hitchhiking events influence the 484 covariance structure of allele frequencies between populations at loci near the selected site. 485
Although our screens indicated multiple regions of the genome under selection, in this work we 486 focus formal tests of convergence only on the enriched region of chromosome 10 given the 487 evidence for a high proportion of individuals exhibiting the same haplotype. This pattern is 488 suggestive of a selective sweep that was shared among resistant populations, and one that was 489 due to selection on young standing, shared genetic variation, or due to migration between 490 populations. 491 492 We applied the inference method using 2248 SNPs from the ~276 KB region of the 493 contig encompassing the outlier enriched regions on chromosome 10 to identify the locus under 494 selection and to distinguish the most likely model of adaptation (independent, de novo 495 mutations, migration, or selection on standing ancestral variation). From this analysis we find 496 the migration and standing variation models to show similarly high log-likelihood ratios (Fig 6A) . 497
All three models peak at position 381,993,922 (based on the I. nil genome), indicating the most 498 likely selected site. Notably, this position is within the two SNP windows that exhibited signs of 499 selection from estimates of Tajima's D and Fu and Way's H (Fig 3) . Further examination of the 500 standing variant model at this position shows the parameters that result in the highest likelihood 501 are very low standing allele frequency (g = 10^-6) and very high selection (s = 1), with the 502 amount of time that the beneficial allele has been standing in the populations prior to selection, 503 or t, estimated to be 5 generations (Fig 6B, C) . This standing time is much smaller than the 504 population split times (289K generations ago), so we assume migration in the model and the 505 five generations are interpreted as the time between gene flow between populations and the 506 onset of selection. We ran the model with a denser grid of t (0-10 generations) and found that 507 the likelihood value was highest when t was equal to 0, indicating that the beneficial allele was 508 immediately advantageous after introgressing and began sweeping rapidly within populations. In 509 comparison, for the migration model, the parameters that result in the highest likelihood are a 510 migration rate of 1 and high selection (s = 0.65). Overall, our analyses of this region strongly 511 supports a model where gene flow introduced the beneficial allele(s) into populations, which 512 then began sweeping quickly and immediately. A rapid sweep like that proposed here would not 513 allow for recombination to break down the haplotype introgressing along with the selected allele. 514
This fits our expectations from the haplotype patterns above since there is high similarity 515 between resistant populations over long stretches of this region. Our initial population genomics screen across a genome-wide panel of ~8K SNPs 639
showed that resistant populations were not more related to one another than they were to 640 susceptible populations, as would be expected under a scenario where resistance evolved in 641 one lineage and moved via migration between locations. This, in addition to the 'mosaic' 642 appearance of resistance among populations suggested that selection on standing variation 643 was responsible for the repeated appearance of resistance in this species across the 644 landscape. Another likely scenario, however, is one where migration introduced beneficial 645 allele(s) that introgressed into the local background and then rapidly increased in frequency 646 when exposed to very strong selection. The region under selection on chromosome 10 appears 647 to follow this scenario. We found an identical haplotype within this region in high frequency 648 across the resistant populations (>75% of individuals within populations with the same 649 haplotype), and our formal test of convergence identified a very short standing time of the 650 variant within this region (t = 5). Thus, the most likely model is one in which gene flow shared 651 beneficial allele(s) between resistant populations which then started sweeping quickly and 652 immediately, or within a few generations. This is likewise supported by our finding of low 653 genome-wide patterns of linkage between SNPs, and evidence of a hard selective sweep, as 654 indicated by low nucleotide diversity in this region and marks of positive selection indicating a 655 high frequency of derived variants. Because this species employs a mixed mating system (i.e., 656 multilocus outcrossing rate (t m ) = 0.5; [49]), it is plausible that resistance alleles, once introduced 657 into the population, could quickly spread via outcrossing and then increase in frequency given 658 strong selection. 659 660
Haplotypes from the other four outlier enriched regions were less consistently shared 661 among the four highly resistant populations. The 'resistant' haplotype of the five outlier enriched 662 regions were similar and in high frequency (>50%) in populations WG and SPC; genome-wide 663 patterns of allele frequencies were also very similar between these two resistant populations 664 (Fig 1C) . This suggests that a highly similar resistant lineage is shared via migration between at 665 least these two populations. Interestingly, it is hypothesized that rather than detoxify the herbicides per se, these 682 detoxification genes enable the plant to survive the resulting oxidative stress after being 683 exposed to herbicide, a mechanism that may allow for resistance to several different herbicides 684
[11]. This explanation--i.e. the ability to handle oxidative stress--could potentially underlie 685 glyphosate resistance in I. purpurea, and further examination will be required to differentiate 686 between the direct detoxification of glyphosate or an adaptive ability to respond to oxidative 687 stress. Our results here, combined with that of previous work, also suggests the possibility of a 688 slightly different story--a single gene (or set of them; i.e. region on chromosome 10) is enough 689 to gain resistance but further involvement of other genes in the same pathway may lead to lower 690 fitness costs. Individuals from the resistant BI population from TN, for example, share only the 691 haplotype found on chromosome 10 in common with the other resistant populations. between each sampled population and the ancestral population, thus correcting for differences 801 in population structure. These F ST values are then used in a logistic regression that includes a 802 population specific factor (the structure across all loci) and a locus specific factor. If the locus-803 specific factor significantly improved the model, it implies that something abnormal is occurring, 804 which is assumed to be natural selection. We used the default settings (false discovery rate of 805 0.05) to identify loci that showed evidence of high F ST between the resistant and susceptible 806 populations. 807
The second program, bayenv2, identifies correlations between locus specific allele 808 frequencies and an environmental variable [70,71]; in our work, the "environment" is the level of 809 resistance per population. This program uses "neutral" loci to create a genetic correlation matrix 810
against which each SNP is tested for a correlation between its frequency and the environment. 811
In essence, the allele frequencies are modeled based on solely the neutral correlation matrix 812
and with the addition of the environmental variable. Loci potentially under selection are then 813 identified using the Bayes Factor (the support for the model with the environmental variable 814 added) and the Spearman's correlation coefficient. To estimate the "neutral" population 815 structure, we removed any SNPs from sequences that aligned (via bowtie) with either the I. 816 purpurea or Lycium sp. (from 1kp data, [72] transcriptome (only 35% of SNPs aligned to either) 817 and then used the final matrix outputted from the correlation matrix estimation after 100,000 818 iterations. All SNPs were then run with the environment being either -1 for the susceptible 819 populations or 1 for the resistant populations, and a burn-in of 500,000 with a total of 5 runs was 820 performed (correlation between runs was >0.80 Target capture exome re-sequencing 850
We next designed probes for exome sequencing of loci that were either identified from our 851 population genomics RAD-seq screen or loci have been shown to correlate with resistance in 852 other species. We used a variety of methods to select possible capture probe sequences. First, 853
we used a BLASTN [82] analysis to select transcripts matching our RAD-seq outliers -we 854
BLASTed the 75 bp of the RAD-seq tags that contained outlier SNPs from either the BayeScan 855 or bayenv2 analyses using the full dataset against transcripts in an I. purpurea transcriptome 856
[28] and selected the top hit for each (30 transcripts, min e-value = 3e-7). Second, we selected 857 transcripts that were previously identified as differentially expressed in an RNAseq experiment 858
[28] which compared artificially selected resistant and susceptible lines following herbicide 859 application (19 sequences). Third, we used the two EPSPS mRNA sequences (2 sequences). 860
Fourth, we used a BLASTN analysis to select the putative genes on genomic contigs that 861 matched our outlier SNPs. We BLASTed 75 bp of the RAD-seq tags that contained outlier SNPs 862 to the two draft I. purpurea genomes described above and then selected the resulting coding 863 sequences from the putative genes (171 sequences, min e-value=7e-14). Additionally, we 864 randomly chose an even number of transcripts from the transcriptome to serve as our controls 865 (214 sequences). 866
These 436 sequences were then used to design the capture probe candidates. 867
Candidate bait sequences were 120 nt long, with a 4x tilling density. Each bait candidate was 868
BLASTed against the I. trifida genome [83] , and a hybridization melting temperature (Tm)* was 869 estimated for each hit. Non-specific baits were filtered out (Additional candidates pass if they 870 have at most 10 hits 62.5 -65°C and 2 hits above 65°C, and fewer than 2 passing baits on 871 each flank.) This led to 16,078 baits, with a total length of 580,421 nt. 872
To generate material for sequencing, five seeds from each of the 8 populations used in 873 the previous population genomics screen ( Fig 1A, Table 1 ) were grown in the greenhouse, 874 leaves were collected, and DNA was extracted from young leaf tissue using a Qiagen DNeasy 875 Plant Mini kit. Genomic DNA was sent to MYcroarray for library preparation and target 876 enrichment using the MYbaits (R) system. Genomic DNA was sonicated and bead-size-selected 877 to roughly 300nt fragments, which was then used to create libraries using the Illumina (R) 878
Truseq kit. A total of 6 cycles of library amplification using dual-indexing primers was applied, 879 and index combinations were chosen to avoid potential sample misidentification due to jumping 880 PCR during pooled post-capture amplification [84] . Pools of 3 or 4 libraries each were made, 881 combining 200 or 150 nanograms of each library, respectively. These pools were then enriched 882 with our custom MYbaits (R) panel (following the version 3.0 manual). After capture cleanup, the 883 bead-bound library was amplified for 12 cycles using recommended parameters, and then 884 purified with SPRI beads. These amplified, enriched library pools were combined in proportions 885 approximating equimolar representation of each original library and sequenced on 2 lanes of 886 Illumina 4k 150 PE. Our coverage goal was >30x depth per individual per locus.The resulting 887 sequences were trimmed of adaptor sequences and low quality bases using cutadapt (q<10 888 removed). On average we sequenced 11.6 million reads (min = 5.9 million, max = 13.8 million) 889 for each individual (Genbank: XXXX adaptation--whether adaptation is due to multiple independent origins, if adaptive loci were 985 spread among populations via gene flow, or were shared among populations due to selection on 986 standing ancestral variation. We first estimated an F matrix to account for population structure 987 using SNPs from scaffolds on Chr 3, 7, and 14 that showed no evidence of selection from our 988 outlier analyses (S6 Table) . We then used all SNPs (N = 2248) on a scaffold from the I. 989 purpurea assembly (that aligned to I. nil scaffold BDFN01001043) to apply the inference 990 framework to the region on chromosome 10 that exhibited signs of selection. We estimated the 991 maximum composite likelihood over a grid of parameters used to specify these models (S7 992 
